Housing announces new residence halls

As part of the goal of the University of Kansas to transform undergraduate education, KU Student Housing plans to build two freshman-oriented residence halls by the fall of 2015. These halls will replace McCollum Residence Hall, which will be razed.
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KU names 2013 honorary degree recipients

A world-renowned dancer and choreographer, an acclaimed artist and sculptor, and a heralded advocate of sustainable agriculture will each receive an honorary degree from the University of Kansas at its 2013 Commencement. Chancellor Bernadette Gray-Little recommended to the Kansas Board of Regents that Karole Armitage, Wendell Castle and Wes Jackson be honored for their contributions to society. The Board unanimously approved the degrees.

Full Story

Gift will strengthen public health

A $1.5 million gift from Kansas Health Foundation will enhance healthcare in the state of Kansas. The gift provides support for growing the leadership for the planned University of Kansas School of Public Health.
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TODAY’S EVENTS

PUBLIC EVENT

Drop-in Draw: Mammal Skulls
Oct. 18
5-7:30 p.m.
Natural History Museum
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TWEETER

@KUCollege: @Forbes looks at #KU physicist’s hypothesis of galactic gamma-ray burst in mass extinction 440 million years ago

http://ow.ly/eyAz5
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